LA Hair (Series 4)
13 x 60’ + 1 x 60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

11. Time for Some Hair-apy
After Leah’s dramatic departure, the salon needs a new manager. Kim names Terry and Gocha
co-managers, and the shears come out. Jonathan appears on local news and enrages Kim with
his comments. Gocha questions her relationship with roommate Angela, and gets into trouble
when a snitch lays out her dirty laundry. Kim styles Teyana Taylor. Jonathan tries to apologize to
Kim for his comments on the news; Kim storms off in a fit of rage. Leah explores a new business
partnership.

12. Snitches Get Stitches
In Leah’s absence, Kim decides to test Terry and Gocha’s management skills by asking them to
organize a staff photo shoot. Gocha confides in Dontay and reveals a shocking secret. Leah
meets with Jonathan to talk business. Jonathan gives actress and TV personality Stacey Dash a
blowout, while Kim styles actress Elise Neal. The staff photo shoot is a chaotic mess, leaving Kim
exasperated and unsure whether Terry or Gocha is up to the challenge of managing her staff.

13. Shade and Betrayed
When Kim announces the new manager for her salon, Gocha and Terry are disappointed. Gocha
makes it known that she has other plans, while Terry seeks counsel from Jonathan Antin. In
Atlanta for the Bronner Brothers Hair Show, Gocha reveals to Dontay and Terry that she’s opening
her own salon, and offers Terry the manager position. At the salon’s grand opening party, Kim
confronts Gocha about her shadiness. Then Terry makes a stunning announcement that leaves
Kim feeling shocked and betrayed.

14. LA Hair Confidential
Kim Kimble puts her stylists, sister Leah, and rival Jonathan Antin in the hot seat to discuss the
highlights of Season 4 of LA Hair. Feuds are relit, motives are exposed, and exclusive, neverbefore-seen footage is revealed. Kim settles her score with Jonathan Antin. And for the first time
since the season finale in Atlanta, Kim comes face to face with “Go-Shady” to discuss the opening
of her new salon, and confronts Terry about his shocking split from the Kimble Salon.

1. I’m the Boss, Hunty!
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Kim’s stylists create looks to pitch for LA Fashion Week. Dontay is missing, and everyone wonders
where he is. Angela has a tense meeting with Lisa; they decide not to work together. Kim styles
Mary J. Blige, and Jonathan Antin drops by the salon with a mysterious envelope. A surprise new
hire sparks trouble. Kim returns and is disappointed by the stylists’ pitches. When Dontay rolls in
late, Kim gets fed up and fires him! Antin returns and pitches Kim a business proposal she can’t
refuse.

2. Cat Walk, Cat Fight
Kim considers Jonathan’s business proposal, and styles Tia Mowry. Leah, frustrated at Kim, hires
former nail tech Naja back to the salon, without telling her sister. The stylists are stunned when
Naja returns with a giant gold wall. The Kimble team styles hair at LA Fashion Week. Crowded
backstage next to former colleagues Dontay and Angela, sparks fly as the stylists race to finish
their models. Jonathan is impressed by the looks that Kim’s team creates. Kim is shocked by
Naja’s return.

3. Nail’d by Naja
Kim is shocked to find Naja back in the salon, along with a giant gold wall reading “Nail’d by Naja”,
and is furious at Leah for bringing Naja back. Jonathan shows up extremely late for a meeting with
Kim. China decides that if Naja can have her huge wall, then the rest of the stylists can bling out
their stations too. Kim returns to the salon with Jonathan, and they’re both appalled at the new
décor. Dontay fights to get his job back. Kim styles Leela James. Gocha picks a shocking new
roommate.

4. Wigs in the Wild
Dontay works for free to try to get his job back, and Zendaya pleads his cause to Kim. Kim takes
the stylists on an overnight trip, and everyone complains when they arrive at a remote, rustic camp.
When no one takes the team-building exercises seriously, Kim explodes with frustration and
storms off. The next morning, China has a meltdown when she can’t get a hot shower. Jas installs
security cameras in the salon, and Kim and Leah are shocked when they see footage of Jonathan
in Kim’s VIP room!

5. Lights, Action, Meltdown
Kim puts the Atlanta salon on hold, shocking the stylists, then confronts Jonathan for snooping in
her VIP room. Later, Kim meets with friend/celeb eyebrow stylist Damone Roberts. He shares
business advice: hire secret shoppers. Kim styles Tamar Braxton. The undercover shoppers arrive
at the salon and chaos ensues. China walks out, and Anthony and his client nearly come to blows.
An infomercial training shoot goes awry when Jonathan’s blunt direction offends Kim, and he
storms off the set.

6. Model Behaviour
Kim appoints Gocha project manager for a photo shoot with designer Korto Momolu for her new
bridal line. Anthony and China are demoted to makeup, after receiving poor reviews from Kim’s
secret shoppers. Kim styles Grammy Award winner Erica Campbell. At the shoot, Kim spars with a
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stubborn model. When Gocha shows up late and full of excuses, after double-booking herself with
Malaysia Pargo of Basketball Wives, all hell breaks loose. Angela approaches Jonathan Antin
about working at his salon.

7. A Hair Raising Proposal
Kim and Jonathan Antin have a heated discussion about the future of their partnership. Kim brings
Terry and China to a camera test for La La Anthony’s upcoming film. They fumble in their
presentation, but Kim jumps in to save the day. Anthony and Naja spot Gocha and Angela on a
hike together, but later Gocha denies it. Jonathan arrives at the salon with a contract for Kim, and
a check. When Leah reads the fine print and notices the 65/35 split in Jonathan’s favor, all hell
breaks loose.

8. The Kim-pire Strikes Back
Kim is furious when she finds out that Jonathan has wiped out her inventory of custom hair bags.
Naja warns Kim that Angela may be working with Jonathan, and maybe Angela is the reason
Jonathan knows about Kim’s bag supplier. Kim styles Garcelle Beauvais. Chaos erupts at a music
video shoot when Anthony and Gocha battle. While Jonathan styles Harry Hamlin, Kim sends
Dontay, Terry and China on a secret mission to get revenge. Jonathan goes ballistic when he finds
out what they have done.

9. Weave Got an Informant!
Kim and Jonathan spar at a car dealership. Anthony confronts Angela about their relationship.
After a tearful reconciliation, Anthony is shocked when he meets Angela’s roommate. Kim has a
meeting with a major beauty distributor that could mean big business for her brand. Kim styles
LaTavia Roberson. A secret about Gocha tears through the salon and consumes the stylists: could
she be an informant? The stylists decide that Kim must know, and when Terry reveals the news,
Kim is shocked.

10. Hair Today, Gone Tomorrow
The stylists are shocked when Jonathan Antin arrives at the salon with his real estate broker, with
the intent to buy the building. Kim throws a last-minute party, but leaves Leah to handle all the
planning. Kim confronts Gocha about living with Angela, and Terry is shocked by the outcome.
Kim meets Jonathan to discuss his recent shadiness, then styles K. Michelle for a music video
featuring exotic animals. Kim makes an announcement at her party that causes drink throwing and
a cry for security!
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